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Ques1. (a) Discuss the significance, of reducing the product size, on ROI (returns on investment). 
Explain, briefly, how the product size can be reduced.

 Significance (1 mark)
 One important aspect of software economics is that the relationship between effort and size 

exhibits a diseconomy of scale.
 The more software you build, the more expensive it is per unit item.
 For e.g. 10, 000 line software solution will cost less per line than a 100,000 line software 

solution.
 Hence, the most significant way to improve ROI is usually to produce a product that 

achieves the goal with the minimum possible human-generated source material.
    Ways to reduce the product size (4 marks)

1. Code Reuse
2. Object oriented technology
3. Automatic code generation / ready to use components
4. HLL

(brief explanation of above points)

Ques1(b) Discuss the key practices that improve overall software quality.
Key practices to improve overall software quality are:-

1. Focusing on requirements and critical use cases early in the life cycle.
2. Using metrics and indicators to measure the progress and quality.
3. Providing integrated life-cycle environment.
4. Using visual modeling and higher level languages.
5. Early and continuous insight into performance issues.

 (brief explanation of all above points; 1 M for each point) 

Ques1(c)  Boehm’s staffing principles :- 

    (brief explanation of each point carries 1 Mark)

1. Principle of Top Talent.
2. The principle of job matching
3. The principle of career progression
4. The principle of team balance
5. The principle of phase out



Ques1(d) Evolution of software economics over three generations.



Ques2 (a). Discuss the Life cycle, defined for modern software development process.

Two stages of the life-cycle :
1. The engineering stage – driven by smaller teams doing  design and synthesis activities
2. The production stage – driven by larger teams  doing construction, test, and 
    deployment activities

Life-Cycle Phases :-
- Engineering Stage has following phases :- 

o Inception Phase 
o Elaboration Phase.

- Production Stage has following phases:- 
o Construction Phase
o Transition Phase

Inception Phase - goal – to achieve concurrence among stakeholders on the life-cycle 
                  objectives

 Elaboration Phase - During the elaboration phase, an executable architecture prototype is 
                       built

 Construction Phase - All remaining components and application features are integrated into 
            the application.  All features are thoroughly tested

 Transition Phase - The transition phase is entered when baseline is mature enough to be 
        deployed in the end-user domain. This phase could include beta testing, 
        conversion of operational databases, and training of users and maintainers.

Ques2(b) Define the term “Artifacts”. List the five sets of artifacts. Define the following: - Vision 
   document, Software architecture description & release specifications.

Project Artifacts def. (1 Mark) 

Project Artifacts are the lowest levels of project document-based objects (diagrams,  design  
schemes, templates, agendas) that explore project work by phases and determine what results to 
produce upon completion of each phase. They define and document a planned outcome to be 
delivered under preset requirements and specifications.

Artifacts create project documentation. They are generated by the team throughout the project
lifecycle. Each activity creates an artifact that documents a deliverable. All activity deliverables 
are defined by project artifacts.



Listing Five Sets  (1 mark)

• Vision document  (1 Mark) : vision statement (or user need) - which captures the contract 
between the development group and the buyer.

• Software architecture description (1 mark) : Architecture Description : it is extracted from 
the design model  and includes views of the design, implementation, and deployment sets 
sufficient to understand how the operational concept of the requirements set will be achieved.

• Release specifications (1 mark):  It mainly contains Evaluation criteria. Evaluation criteria are 
the snapshots of objectives for a given intermediate life- cycle milestone.

Ques. 2c.  Discuss three different aspects of software architecture from management perspective.
     From a management perspective, there are three different   aspects of an architecture : (3 
     marks)

1.  An architecture (the intangible design concept) is the design  of software system, as 
opposed to   design of a component.

2. An architecture baseline (the tangible artifacts) is a slice of information across 
the engineering artifact sets sufficient to  satisfy all stakeholders that the vision 
can be achieved within  the parameters of the business case (cost, profit, time, 
people).

3. An architecture description (a human-readable representation   of an architecture)
is an organizes subsets of information extracted from the design set model.



The importance of software architecture can be summarized  as follows:  (2 marks)
 Architecture representations provide a basis for balancing  the trade-offs between the 

problem space and the solution space.
  Poor architectures and immature processes are often given as  reasons for project failures.
  A mature process, an understanding of the primary requirements,  and a demonstrable 

architecture are important prerequisites for  predictable planning.
 Architecture development and process definition are the intellectual  steps that map the 

problem to a solution without violating  the constraints.

Ques 2d. Map the process exponent parameters of COCOMO to top 10 principles of modern process.

Exponent parameters of COCOMO model are :-
1. Application precedentedness
2. Process flexibility
3. Architecture risk resolution
4. Team cohesion
5. Software process maturity

Mapping of each COCOMO parameter to modern principles carries 1mark.

Ques3a. What do you mean by workflow? Discuss briefly its types.

The term workflow is used to mean a thread of cohesive and most sequential activities.
There are seven top-level workflows:

1. Management workflow: controlling the process and ensuring win conditions for 
all stakeholders.

2. Environment workflow: automating the process and evolving the maintenance 
environment

3. Requirements workflow: analyzing the problem space and evolving the 
requirements artifacts

4. Design workflow: modeling the solution and evolving the architecture and design
artifacts

5. Implementation workflow: programming the components and evolving the 
implementation and deployment artifacts

6. Assessment workflow: assessing the trends in process and product quality
7. Deployment workflow: transitioning the end products to the user



Ques 3b. Write a short note on Major Milestone.
Major milestones : provide visibility to systemwide issues, synchronize the management and 
engineering perspectives and verify that the aims of the phase have been achieved.

 ( brief explanation of four major milestones:- Life cycle objectives, Life cycle Architecture , 
Initial Operational capability & Product Release Milestone)

Ques 3c. Define Work breakdown structure. Give difference between conventional and evolutionary 
   WBS. List issues related to conventional WBS.

DEF. : A WBS is simply a hierarchy of elements that decomposes  the project plan into 
the discrete work tasks.

 A WBS provides the following information structure:
  A delineation of all significant work
  A clear task decomposition for assignment of responsibilities
  A framework for scheduling, budgeting, and expenditure tracking.

Difference between Conventional & evolutionary:-  Main difference is that, An evolutionary 
WBS organizes the planning elements around the PROCESS Framework.
Conventional WBS is organized using PRODUCT framework.



Ques 3d.Explain forward looking approach for cost and schedule estimating process.

Forward-looking:
1. The software project manager develops a characterization of the overall size, process, 

environment, people,  and quality required for the project
2. A macro-level estimate of the total effort and schedule is developed using a software 

cost estimation model
3. The software project manager partitions the estimate for the effort  into a top-level 

WBS, also partitions the schedule into major  milestone dates and partitions the effort 
into a staffing profile

4. At this point, subproject managers are given the responsibility for decomposing each of
the WBS elements into lower levels using their top-level allocation, staffing profile, and
major milestone dates as constraints.

Ques 4a.  Discuss briefly, default roles in a software Line-of-business organization.
    Line of Business Organization: Line of Business Organizations The main features of the 
    default organization are as follows.  Responsibility for process definition and maintenance is 
    specific to a cohesive line of  business, where process commonality makes sense.

1. SEPA (Software Engineering Process Authority)
2. SEEA (Software Engineering Environment Authority)
3. PRA (Project Review Authority)
4. INFRASTRUCTURE

Line of Business Organization Def. – 1 mark
Each role brief explanation – 1 mark each

Ques 4b. Define Process Automation. Mention its significance. Also mention the extent of automation 
   at each level of process.
   Process Automation : Automation means the loss of many organization jobs. Automation 
   needs growth depending on the scale of the effort. Process automation is critical to an iterative
   process.
   
  There are many tools available to automate the software development process.

   Significance :  
   Process automation is necessary to perform against the development plan with acceptable 
   efficiency. Significant improvements of quality,  shorter project durations and ultimately reduction
  of overall engineering costs can be achieved through Process automation. Hence increase in 
   ROI.



The extent of automation at each level of process is as follows:-

 
Ques4c. Explain mapping between process workflows and software development tools.



Ques4d. “The project environment artifacts evolve through three discrete states”. Explain.



Ques5a. Define metrics and discuss characteristics of a good metric.
   Metrics: Software process and project metrics are quantitative measures that enable software 
   engineers to gain insight into the efficiency of the software process and the projects conducted
    using the process framework. 

 
 



Ques5b. Write a short note on “Earned Value System”.



 Ques5c. Discuss the “Tailoring” concept in context of software development. Explain the two primary 
  dimensions of process variability.
   Tailoring concept (2 marks)
It is necessary to tailor the software management effort to the specific needs of project.
Tailoring in software development is the process of extracting a set of processes, task and 
artifacts from the organization established process, task and artifacts to achieve its objectives. 
Two primary dimensions of process variability are :-

Technical Complexity
Management Complexity

(Either the above diagram or its explanation – 3 marks)
 



Ques5d. Explain the process discriminators resulting from differences in process maturity.

 



Ques6a. Discuss the five recurring issues of conventional process. How are they resolved by modern 
  process framework?

 

 
  



Ques6b. How is risk resolution carried out in the iterative process. What is its advantage? 
   According to modern project management ways, risk resolution is done very early in the life 
  cycle.
  The engineering stage of the life cycle focuses on exploring the risk and resolving them before 
   production stage.
    Entire project life cycle is divided into three different time period related to Risk resolution. 
    They are as follows:- 

Risk Exploration Period (REP)
Risk Resolution Period (RRP)
Controlled Risk Management Period (CRMP)

 



Ques6c. How, balancing the top 10 software management principles, achieve balance in software 
   economics equation.

( Following diagram with its explanation )

 

Ques6d. Discuss nine best practices of software management.

 





 Ques7a. How “Peer Inspection” helps in improving ROI? Explain.
Peer Inspection : In software development, peer review is a type of software review in which a work 
product (document, code, or other) is examined by its author and one or more colleagues, in order to 
evaluate its technical content and quality.

Peer Inspection finds the problems very early in the project life cycle, hence improves the ROI. It

Ques7b. Explain in detail “Transition phase” of software development life cycle with the following  
  details: - primary objectives, essential activities & evaluation criteria. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peer_review
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_review






Ques7c. What is the significance of periodic assessments? Discuss the contents of Status assessment 
review.



Ques7d. Discuss the primitive components of a software change order.



Ques7e. Write a short note on SPCP(software project control panel).



Ques7f. Write a short note on “Next Generation Cost Models”.

 


